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NOTES OF JUDGE C J FIELD ON SENTENCING

 
 

[1] Mr Cunha you have been found guilty by me after a Judge alone trial in 

which you faced charges of doing an indecent act on one boy, Hayden Overton, 

between August 2012 and March 2013 and a second charge that on 8 June or 

thereabouts you did an indecent act on a second young person, then aged 12.  

[2] The facts in relation to the first charge of course, reveal a more serious state 

of affairs than the second.  The victim in respect of the first charge was in a shower 

stall, having been at the [name of gym deleted].  You effectively forced your way 

into the shower stall and in spite of the protests of the victim; you entered the stall, 

grabbed the victim’s hand, moved in closer to him, placed his hand under your towel 

and placed his hand on your penis.   



 

 

[3] You remained holding his hand, forcing him to continue holding your penis, 

moving his hand up and down.  As he attempted to move away you placed your own 

hand on his penis and started moving his hand over the victim’s penis.   After some 

difficulty you were persuaded to get out of the shower stall and the victim was left, 

as he says, “Feeling shocked, helpless and vulnerable.”   

[4] The second charge involved you and a young boy in the disabled toilet area, 

where the victim went into the men’s changing room area.  You followed him into 

the bathroom area and locked the door.  You pulled your trousers down enough to 

expose your genitals and said, “Do you want to touch me?”  He said, “No,” and you 

asked him if he was sure and that no one would find out if that happened.  The 

victim asked for permission to leave and you eventually allowed him to do that. 

[5] In explanation for that offending you stated you did not lock the door behind 

him, you lifted your t-shirt and only showed the boy your stomach, although 

admitted asking the victim if he wanted to touch you.  In evidence you were to say 

that this was meant as a joke but clearly the boy did not consider it in that way and 

neither, for the record, do I. 

[6] The Court is therefore faced with sentencing you in respect of two incidents 

some two or three years apart and this, in my view, shows a propensity to act in a 

certain way towards young boys in situations such as this.   

[7] The victim impacts reveal a far-reaching effect on Hayden who has, as a 

result of this and, it has to be said, some previous offending by another, has become 

estranged from his family and has now gone off the rails, if I can put it in that way.  

His parents describe the boy’s personality now as being grossly distorted through the 

sexual abuse of the incidents, leaving him with a diagnosis of Borderline Personality 

Disorder.  He has declined to attend any further treatment and has been running away 

from help.   

[8] Similarly the mother of the other young boy has filed a victim impact 

statement is himself now wary about going out in situations like this.  He could not 



 

 

eat or sleep afterwards and has avoided going to the gym.  So these are aggravating 

features of the offending which the Court is obliged to take into account.   

[9] The Court of course is required to have regard to the Sentencing Act 2002 

and of course the provisions of s 16 of the Act which effectively say that a sentence 

of imprisonment is very much a last resort.   

[10] I have considered the purposes and principles of sentencing, namely in this 

case to hold you accountable for the harm done to the victim, to promote in you a 

sense of responsibility, to denounce the conduct, to deter you and others from 

committing similar offences, to protect the community from you and clearly all of 

these are significant issues.  I have regard also to the matters contained in s 8 of the 

Act. 

[11] Clearly the authorities indicate that the starting point for offending of this 

kind is a sentence of imprisonment and no-one seeks to argue with that although the 

range of sentences proposed by defence and Crown differ widely.  This is because 

there is no tariff for offending of this kind and each case must be determined on its 

facts.  Both counsel have referred me to cases which have some similarities to the 

offences for which you have been convicted but in the end it is for the Court to 

determine the appropriate starting point and what adjustments are to be made from 

that. 

[12] As I say, there are two incidents.  There is an element of premeditation 

although perhaps the second incident was more opportunistic than the first but the 

position is that there was an element of pre-meditation, the boys were vulnerable,  

the first boy particularly in light of him being in the shower stall at the time and the 

harm occasioned to the victims.   

[13] I have considered the cases referred to me.  I will not recite the details of all 

of those cases but I have come to the conclusion that reaching an appropriate balance 

with a starting point of two and a half years would adequately meet the needs of this 

situation.   



 

 

[14] From that little deduction can be made.  I do note the contents of the  

pre-sentence report in which you deny the offending, and you are perfectly entitled 

to do that, but in light of that denial you are not considered suitable for SAFE 

counselling or other matters that might have followed from an acknowledgement of 

responsibility.  I do note the history set out in the report and your explanation given 

for the actions on those occasions, although you deny any involvement in the first.   

[15] I consider then a starting point of two and a half years is appropriate.  From 

that I will deduct four months for your previous unblemished record, leaving an 

available sentence to the Court of two years and two months.  In each case you are 

sentenced now to imprisonment for a period of two years and two months. 

 

 

C J Field 
District Court Judge 
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